
Pinnacle 2601 

Chapter 2601 The Bloodstain 

However, no one paid heed to his words. 

They just continued fighting. 

Seeing that, Levi raised his voice. “Stop! The competition has ended!” 

It was a loud roar that reverberated around the entire Carigrey Academy. 

Those engaged in fights immediately came to a stop and gaped at him in disbelief. 

“Levi, did you do that on purpose?” 
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“Are you disturbing us on purpose? I feel like killing you for doing that!” 

Thinking Levi was disrupting them on purpose, they fumed angrily. 

“The selection has ended. No one will watch your fights,” Levi sneered. 

and declared, “Yes, it has ended. The chancellor and vice-chancellors have made their choices. I shall 

announce the 

that, everyone stopped paying 

they wanted to know was whether they had 

couldn’t contain their 

“I shall… Wait.” 

I don’t think I need to make 

about to make the announcement when he realized Levi hadn’t given him the 

disappointed, he suddenly noticed something 

once, he 

has made the 

No announcement? What 

The students were confused. 

anxiousness was quickly replaced 

something happen? Please don’t 

glanced at Daxon 

to make an announcement.” Daxon gave a curt nod. “Touch your faces. Those 



realized some of the 

had left the marks to indicate that they were the 

everyone descended into 

I don’t have it. You have 

bloodstain 

I have 

too! What about me? Oh, I don’t 

crowd was in 

there weren’t many students who had marks on 

were 

less than one 

Chapter 2602 A Simple Matter 

Everyone blanched in horror. 

Something is very wrong. The chancellor and vice-chancellors didn’t even appear! How did they leave 

the bloodstains on over one hundred students’ faces? That’s amazing! 

They were all confused and unable to wrap their heads around what was going on. 

Instantly, their limbs felt numb, and they turned pale. They shivered as a chill ran down their spine. 

It was unbelievable. 

If they appeared in the crowd silently without alerting others, that was understandable. 
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However, no one noticed how they left the marks on their faces. 

How amazing and when did they appear? Are they ghosts? Or divine beings? 

they were actually observing the students closely, 

wouldn’t be able to differentiate 

had been scrutinizing them and left marks 

at any time, and they wouldn’t even know how they 

vicinity had 

rose 

did that 



looked dumbstruck, for they couldn’t piece the puzzle 

simply a sublime act! They must be unrivaled 

between the third and fourth 

Dark Emperor and the other two were 

wonder how strong the top fighter 

from Lab of 

fighters were, the more 

it was a simple matter—Levi had observed them at a close distance one by 

enemy’s network system, one would have to hire 

be unplugging the 

the security guarding the fuse box and cut the power to destroy their 

other two were, the more excited the chosen students 

all, it meant they would grow more powerful 

Eskild and Gerhard weren’t selected, there were other spies who 

fact, there was a total of seven 

Chapter 2603 The Top Three Of Divine Leaderboard 

Could it be… 

An idea popped up in their minds. 

Is the chancellor related to Levi? After all, he was the only one who entered the square to observe us. If 

he is the chancellor, then everything makes sense. 

However, they refused to believe it. 

They would soon find out what was going on. 

The spies didn’t mind who Dark Emperor and the other two were, for they only had to find out their 

identities. 
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Even if the top three fighters ended up to be Levi or someone else, they couldn’t be bothered as long as 

they got to complete their mission. 

All of them forged ahead uneasily. 

students were 

all here?” A voice 



figure 

was Dark Emperor, clad in 

was emanating a powerful aura that caused everyone 

two equally powerful figures appeared 

fighters on Divine Leaderboard? Oh, dear. This is my first time 

be the first to see them 

were all so thrilled that they held their 

spies gasped 

were finally seeing the three 

could report back to 

There are three of them? Did 

for they knew the 

but there 

the other 

course, they had no idea who the 

a mutated zombie Levi 

to develop thirteen Super Fighters, number one 

the left 

powerful being was a robot, 

Fearsome Four’s surface with 

Chapter 2604 Old Friends From Lab Of Gods 

They were bewildered at the sight. 

“Mm? Something feels off.” 

“The vice-chancellors look different from us, but I can’t tell what is different.” 

“Yes, they don’t look like humans.” 

Everyone stated their doubts. 

Levi gave them the features of Gods of Restricted Area 76, so everyone was confused at the sight of 

them even if it was a quick glimpse. 
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After all, their features were distinctive. 

“We will instruct you one on one. When you hear your name, step forward!” 

Instead of teaching them all at once, Levi had arranged for one-on-one lessons. 

did that so the spies 

was Asura, who was the most suitable candidate to train 

was timid when Levi 

his very best to instruct him until he achieved 

Number One and Fearsome Number One picked their 

and Levi selected 

picked by 

to offer them a clue, so he couldn’t select too many to be 

couldn’t offer too many clues as of 

moment he came to 

didn’t stop him from doing 

form a future Super Fighters backup team with 

them, he was gratified to realize how much 

to an end, and the students returned to 

session would be held a 

a lot from the training, including 

gotten the clues and 

they became the envy 

time to boast around, for they 

going into solitary 

and the other two had assigned them different missions which 

and the 

mutant and the zombie 

curious as to who the other two beings were, 

told them they would 

all, Super Fighters were his 



to keep their existence 

Chapter 2605 The Ruffian In A Suit 

Mr. X and some people showed up to welcome Malthe and the spies. 

Levi recognized Lucifer, Jester King, Kraken, and Hell Witch. 

They were the strongest enemies he had fought with before he got locked up in the Prison of Darkness. 

Back then, he died together with Lucifer, but the latter ended up coming back to life. 

Levi was ecstatic to see them, for they were exceptionally powerful now. 

They were becoming atavistic slowly after regaining their ancestors’ traits. 

they would gain the power to decimate everything in their 

was a sign of atavism, for they 

about the man who was clad in 

seemed like a ruffian 

way to describe the man, for he was refined, well-mannered, but harsh and cold-blooded at the same 

to himself, This 

of 

represented uncertainty, danger, and 

was like a bomb who would explode one day, but one had no idea when he would 

it would be 

the likes were thrilled. “Finally, you 

the first time they would be getting first-hand 

instructed me. He had a mask on, so I couldn’t recognize him. I don’t have enough clues and have to 

continue investigating. However, his aura made me really uncomfortable. It was 

divine being?” Mr. X mumbled thoughtfully as he shared a glance with Lucifer and the 

what he was pondering 

“What about you?” 

instructed us. It seemed like a mist had covered their faces. Something told us they weren’t human 

we are certain they are 

Chapter 2606 Not Afraid Of Restricted Area 76 

Levi, who was hiding in the shadows, nearly laughed out loud. 



It was pure coincidence. 

He deliberately shifted their attention to Restricted Area 76. 

Initially, he assumed he would have to put in a lot of effort to make Lab of Gods believe it, but they 

already had the idea in mind. 

They were both on the same page. 

Hence, Levi didn’t have to do anything. 
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clue for them to believe it was all the doing 

was about their features 

alone was specific enough to point them in the direction of Gods from 

world had 

Gods was the only one who had seen Gods 

Lab of Gods found out about the features, they would immediately assume 

and continue your investigation. You did well, so I’ll reward you handsomely!” Mr. X sent them 

Area 76. What should we do? Should we come up with a 

members like Mr. X 

Mr. X 

hiding spot, Levi let out 

stronger than Gods from Restricted Area 

Gods, Levi would’ve dashed 

be 

upsetting, for efforts 

as they were confident, there was room 

could handle Gods,  

Chapter 2607 Bases Of Operations 

“Execute the plan ahead of time? Are you sure?” 

As Jester King, Lucifer and the others gasped in horror, it was clearly a terrifying plan. 

Hell Witch said, “Three years ago, they claimed a new era was about to arrive, but it wasn’t true. We 

were behind the creation of the new era. However, if we execute this plan, the world will welcome a 



new era—a dark age where chaos will erupt, turning the earth into a living hell. Nothing will be the same 

again. If we mishandle anything, it might cause destruction!” 

heart started racing at the news. 

What could their plan be? It sounds horrendous! It will force the world to enter a new era? Look how 

frightened Lucifer and the other two are. What could it be? 

“We have no choice but to carry out the plan, for our enemy is unknown. Fortunately, Maya Industries 

had left behind their data so we can execute the plan ahead of schedule. If they had failed back then, we 

wouldn’t be able to do anything. Those fools thought we disappeared and labeled us as traitors!” 
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Levi didn’t continue eavesdropping on their conversation after he heard about Maya Industries’ data. 

Is the dark age they talked about related to Maya Industries? I need to go over all the data, then. 

“I’ll inform Sacroria to bring the plan forward. It will be executed three months later!” Mr. X announced. 

Sacroria? 

a 

authority of Lab of Gods. Turns out Mr. X isn’t the mastermind, for he was merely working 

Levi had to find out about 

Shortly after, they departed. 

them to find out 

He tailed them discreetly. 

Levi was shocked to realize how bold 

in Oakland City was set up in a place one would deem dangerous—Dragonites’ 

but Lab of Gods’ base was hidden 

making the most dangerous place the safest 

base was in Erudia, hidden right 

were the highest authority 

did make 

of Gods wanted to survive in Erudia, it 

to hide right underneath 

also monitor 

sight, no one 



Lab of Gods 

chill run down his spine whenever he 

was a huge 

Chapter 2608 Relying On Luck 

Lab of Gods might’ve planted a spy here. 

It meant that there was a traitor in Erudia. 

Of course, Lab of Gods was powerful, but it was impossible for them to roam around Erudia without 

alerting anyone. 

Thus, he concluded that they had a spy who fed them information—a powerful and influential spy at 

that. 

Luckily, there were only a few influential figures who knew real ability and plan. 

Daxon and the likes were reliable. 
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Otherwise, the consequences would be dire. 

Levi would have to keep his guard up against the spy. 

Instead of returning to Carigrey Academy, Levi went straight to Maya Industries’ headquarters. 

and ordered them to 

technology, experiments, and projects of 

using Maya Industries to carry 

… 

to go through and 

find out the experiment that was connected to Lab of Gods’ 

It’s still the mutated zombies’ 

realized the most plausible 

Gods revealing that the experiment was initially carried out on huge living beings, 

that, so they used 

data and cases were of great help to the 

Lab of Gods was using this technology on 

Warmachines would make the world a 



sizes alone could destroy cities 

importantly, the plan and technology would make Warmachines like mutated zombies. As a result, they 

zombies developed by Maya Industries 

of Gods’ technology could 

solved the problems Maya 

the circumstances, their creations would be a thousand times 

Warmachines were extremely lethal. 

wonder Lucifer said that the world would 

He was right. 

idea how 

them appeared all around the world, it would be 

Chapter 2609 Zarain Acting Strange 

Levi felt his scalp prickle, for that was an arduous task. 

If he were right about Lab of Gods having developed Warmachines, how would he solve the problem? 

He had the data from the experiments, but no one knew what Warmachines were like. 

Never mind if he managed to come up with a suitable way to defeat them. 

If he picked the wrong approach, even if his speculation was spot on, it would be pointless. 

It was like the domino effect in action. 

By then, Levi would have to shoulder the blame. 

No matter how hard it was, Levi had to do it. 

make sure he made 

them, 

could 

needed more time to investigate Lab of 

was only 

for they would be executing their plan after three 

have much 

lack of information, but he still had to take 

the details, he could 



Levi left. He didn’t 

went to Zarain 

country, but it had kept a low 

his arrival, Levi 

on the surface, but there was a 

be collaborating with Lab of Gods, but Black Hawk told him they only began contacting Lab of 

actions and low profile had nothing to do with Lab of 

powerful. They posed a bigger threat 

be improving themselves in secret? They might have a lot of trump cards up their sleeves that Lab of 

Gods knew nothing of. Perhaps there was a 

Anything was possible. 

found it strange that Zarain was too 

extreme, 

and force were developing at 

Wars were common. 

in any 

Chapter 2610 Providing A Lead 

They belatedly realized Levi wasn’t being serious, for he had them watched. 

That alarming thought made them shudder involuntarily. 

They dared not betray Levi. 

“Our collaboration seems like a great idea,” Levi remarked with a grin. 

He was praising Black Hawk and the rest for not revealing anything about their collaboration. 

“I don’t have a death wish.” Black Hawk flashed a smile. “Why are you here, Mr. Garrison?” 
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more information about Lab of Gods,” 

across Black Hawk’s gaze as he said, “But I can’t contact them out 

clues, it would be hard to talk to Lab of 

lead. Take this. There are photos and stuff inside. Just show this to Lab of Gods. My men are still 

researching the weapon Lab of Gods gave you. I’ll return 



hand the file to Black 

sound them out or use some trick to get the information 

smart enough to offer that 

believe you know 

want to know what they will do after finding out the 

that’s right. I’ll leave it to you 

of Gods and told 

X came personally to 

the armors are. I’ve never seen anything like this. I 

handed the photos and the 

videos showed a secret warehouse 

different from usual 

but 

belonged to Gods from 

very 

decades ago, when Lab of Gods sent their men to explore Restricted Area 76, strange beings clad in 

these armors had caused a 

weapons in the video clearly belonged 

was smart enough to come out 

else were to provide a lead, they might place  

 


